Introduction {#s1}
============

*Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (Mtb), the causative agent of pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), remains the most important pathogen worldwide in terms of accumulated mortality. The World Health Organization has estimated that 10 million new cases of TB and 1.421 million deaths caused by Mtb occurred in 2018 ([@B1]). The convergence of the Mtb and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) epidemics, as well as the lack of new vaccines capable of conferring significant protection against TB have limited the control of this global health treat. Failure to create an effective vaccine for TB has been largely due to an incomplete understanding of the immune mechanisms associated with protective immunity against Mtb. In fact, for many years, the TB vaccine field has established the paradigm that CD4+ T memory cell responses mediated by IFN-γ are the chief immune mechanism which controls the spread of Mtb within the infected lung ([@B2], [@B3]). Despite its relevance, this mechanism has erroneously been considered the sole correlate of protection in TB ([@B4]). Moreover, recent findings have raised uncertainty about the protective capacity of IFN-γ-mediated CD4+ T cell memory against Mtb. For instance, T cell epitopes have been demonstrated to be well-conserved in Mtb, suggesting that the pathogen may take advantage of its recognition by T cells ([@B5]). Furthermore, recent TB vaccine candidates targeting IFN-γ-mediated T cell functions have failed to provide improved effectiveness compared to the *Mycobacterium bovis* Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccine ([@B6]). Finally, IFN-γ has shown a poor predictive value in discriminating between subjects receiving BCG vaccination that will receive protection from those that will develop active TB ([@B7]). The discussion of the protective capacity of T cell memory responses against Mtb is beyond the scope of the present review, but further evidence has been extensively revised and analyzed by other researchers ([@B8]).

Hence, the TB vaccination field would benefit from the exploration of novel correlates of protection and the development of new strategies to disrupt the natural immune responses induced by Mtb to ensure its survival. Recently, some authors have proposed that this goal could be achieved through two complementary approaches: 1) inducing immune memory responses lacking or being strong enough to overcome the characteristics of the natural anti-Mtb immune responses that are beneficial for the pathogen, but with minimal risk of immunopathology, or 2) triggering very early protective responses that prevent the establishment of evasive mechanisms used by Mtb to manipulate the innate immune response ([@B9]). A growing body of evidence suggests that these approaches could be achieved by targeting immune cell populations other than T cells ([@B10]--[@B13]). In particular, it has been increasingly accepted that B cells actively participate in anti-Mtb immunity, either as secondary actors providing support and shaping the quality of T cell-memory responses, or as protagonists mediating direct effector functions against Mtb ([@B14]). Similarly, different subpopulations of innate immune cells that possess a previously unrecognized capacity to mount secondary "memory-like" responses are equally capable of limiting Mtb growth ([@B11], [@B15]). Therefore, in this review we summarize the memory responses of innate immune cells and B cells against Mtb and analyze how their functions may constitute novel correlates of protection that can be potentially harnessed for TB vaccine development.

Memory Responses Against Mtb Within the Innate Immune System {#s2}
============================================================

As mentioned before, the study of the mechanisms underlying immunity to Mtb infection has focused on immunological memory mediated by adaptive immune cells, mainly CD4+ T helper lymphocytes. However, human studies have shown that up to a quarter of the individuals that are in close contact with active TB patients remain clear of the infection ([@B16]). These individuals test negatively in the purified protein derivative (PPD) skin test and IFN-γ release assays (IGRAs) ([@B16], [@B17]), which are two indirect readouts of adaptive responses against immune-dominant Mtb antigens. A positive BCG vaccination history has been associated with this state of immune protection ([@B16]). This suggests that in such "resistant" close-contacts, innate immune responses potentiated by BCG vaccination are sufficient to restraint Mtb infection.

Notably, recent investigations have uncovered the role of "trained immunity" in the pathogenesis of different infectious diseases. This concept describes an enhanced capacity of innate leukocytes to respond to secondary challenges by the same or by unrelated microorganisms after an initial antigenic exposure ([@B18]). The first hints of trained immunity induced by mycobacterial components were observed in mice treated with muramyl dipeptide ([@B19]), Freund\'s complete adjuvant ([@B20]), and BCG/PPD ([@B21]). Mycobacterial component preparations conferred protection against *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, foot and mouth disease virus (FMDV), and *Candida albicans* infection, respectively. Interestingly, protection from FMDV was independent of neutralizing antibodies ([@B20]), whereas control of systemic candidiasis occurred before the development of delayed-type hypersensitivity ([@B21]). Similarly, BCG exposure was shown to limit *Schistosoma mansoni* infestation in nude mice, suggesting a role for trained immunity in BCG-induced cross-protection ([@B22]). In humans, BCG vaccination conferred heterologous immunity against lower respiratory tract pathogens ([@B23], [@B24]), yellow fever virus ([@B25]), and neonatal sepsis ([@B24]). Furthermore, BCG vaccination was demonstrated to induce protection against intestinal parasites ([@B26]), even in individuals infected with HIV, suggesting that innate immune cells mediate such cross-protection.

Epigenetic changes that facilitate the expression of inflammatory genes and generate metabolic reprogramming are responsible for inducing trained immunity against mycobacterial and other microbial components. In these epigenetic changes, long non-coding RNAs participate in the formation of chromatin loops that bring several genes into a close spatial relationship, making these genetic regions more accessible to the enzymatic complexes responsible for epigenetic priming. Three cellular subsets appear to be involved in the trained immune response against Mtb: monocyte-macrophages, myeloid cell precursors, and innate lymphoid cells (ILCs), these latter including natural killer (NK) cells ([@B18]).

Myeloid Cells in Memory Responses Against Mtb
---------------------------------------------

Infected cell recognition is needed for the clearance of any infection. The adequate induction of protective immune responses against Mtb is initiated through efficient bacterial antigen recognition via pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) present in antigen presenting cells (APCs). Monocytes and macrophages are myeloid cells that participate in pathogen clearance at different organs. Irrespective of their origin, macrophages acquire a distinctive tissue-residency phenotype under the influence of local signals ([@B27]). In the lung, two subpopulations of macrophages maintain tissue homeostasis. Precursors of alveolar macrophages (AMs) from the yolk sac infiltrate the alveolar epithelium during fetal development, maintaining themselves through a self-renewal process independent of circulating monocytes ([@B28]). These phagocytes eliminate infectious agents that reach the lumen of distal airways, including Mtb ([@B29]). On the other hand, monocyte-derived macrophages migrate to the lung interstitium to participate in the elimination of pathogens, as well as in antigen presentation, and the recruitment of other leukocytes during inflammation ([@B30]).

AMs are among the first cells of the host immune system to encounter Mtb. After engulfing the bacillus, they leave the airways and initiate a cascade of inflammatory signals that will lead to the recruitment of more leukocytes around the sites of Mtb exposure ([@B29]). Over time, infiltrating leukocytes form structures called "granulomas" where different subtypes of phagocytes interact with the bacillus ([@B31]). Phagocytosis, antigenic processing, and cytokine production by myeloid cells shape the subsequent adaptive immune response ([@B32]). Nevertheless, Mtb employs mechanisms to evade the bactericidal activity of macrophages within immature phagosomes (i.e., Rab5 blockage, respiratory oxidative burst avoidance, etc.) establishing a proliferative niche ([@B33]). Hence, it was believed that pulmonary Mtb infection was contained only when primed antigen specific CD4+ T cells migrated to the lung parenchyma to stimulate antimicrobial mechanisms of local macrophages ([@B34], [@B35]). As a result, researchers have attributed excessive importance to the adaptive immune response in TB and far fewer significance to the trained immune response. The current view has probably limited the potential of basic and clinical research in TB vaccination strategies. Notwithstanding, this dogma is changing as emerging evidence demonstrates that the outcome of TB might be significantly influenced by special features present in innate immune cells, including their capacity to develop trained immunity. Moreover, the qualities that resemble memory in monocytes and macrophages are fueling the investigation of novel methods to potentiate innate defenses against Mtb ([@B11]).

Early studies in mice showed that BCG-induced trained immunity was mediated by macrophages ([@B20], [@B21]). Indeed, macrophages from animals treated with BCG produce more reactive oxygen species (ROS) and have increased *Candida albicans* growth restriction ([@B21]). In humans, BCG vaccination greatly enhances the ability of monocytes to produce inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β, TNF-α, and IFN-γ, after secondary encounters with Mtb and other microorganisms ([@B36]). Moreover, these monocytes expressed larger quantities of CD11b and toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), two important pattern recognition receptors that initiate phagocytosis ([@B37]--[@B39]), suggesting that trained-monocytes may be more efficient at detecting and engulfing Mtb. The innate memory responses of monocytes depend on the intracellular recognition of BCG via NOD2 receptor and downstream Rip2 kinase signaling ([@B36]). NOD2 is one of the main receptors triggering immune activation after Mtb uptake ([@B40]) and is also involved in the initiation of autophagy ([@B41]). Thus, autophagy mediated by the NODS-Rip2 pathway is one of the mechanisms necessary for the development of trained immunity. Moreover, pharmacological inhibition of autophagy abolishes trained immunity in BCG-treated human monocytes ([@B42]). Interestingly, in some trials, the effect of BCG-induced training of human monocytes was still present 3 months after vaccination ([@B36]). This raised questions about the processes implicated in the maintenance of innate memory in monocytes because of the short half-life of these circulating cells ([@B43]).

Besides monocytes and macrophages, bone-marrow myeloid precursors were also reported to receive epigenetic reprogramming after microbiota exposure ([@B44]). Based on this finding, Kaufmann et al. exposed mice to intravenous BCG and observed an IFN-γ-dependent expansion of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) within the bone marrow ([@B11]). These HSCs displayed an increased expression of genes implicated in myeloid cell differentiation, inflammation, and IFN-γ signaling responses. Furthermore, bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs) from mice exposed to intravenous BCG possessed an increased capacity to restrict Mtb growth *in vitro*, and conferred protection from aerosol Mtb infection when adoptively transferred into Rag1 immunodeficient mice ([@B11]). Such protection was independent of antigenic persistence in donor mice exposed to intravenous BCG, as antibiotic administration to donor mice before adoptive transfer did not influence the capacity of BMDMs to confer protection against Mtb *in vivo*. Interestingly, the epigenetic changes associated with immune training of BMDMs were similar to those observed in human innate immune cells trained by BCG vaccination ([@B36]), as well as by exposure to other microbial components ([@B45]). These epigenetic modifications consisted of increased H3K4me3 histone marks at promoters of genes involved in inflammation and anti-Mtb responses ([@B11], [@B36]). Accordingly, pharmacologic inhibition of histone methylation reversed BCG-induced training of human monocytes ([@B36]). Thus, trained monocytes/macrophages mount enhanced secondary responses to Mtb because they carry epigenetic modifications that make inflammatory genes more accessible to the transcriptional machinery. In addition, BCG-induced histone modifications in trained-myeloid cells cause a metabolic shift in these cells which potentiates glycolysis and glutamine consumption pathways ([@B46]). Hence, the improved effector capacity of BCG-trained macrophages is related to their increased catabolic activity and energetic production required to sustain their pro-inflammatory and bactericidal actions.

These findings open the possibility for evaluating novel vaccination strategies targeting the bone marrow ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). However, it is crucial to confirm the occurrence of epigenetic priming of myeloid precursors after BCG administration or during natural pulmonary TB infection in humans. Equally important is determining whether innate immune memory responses of HSCs and their progeny can generate significant adverse effects in the host. In fact, there is evidence showing that systemic inflammatory stimuli induce training of monocytes/macrophages which then mediate local tissue damage at different anatomical sites ([@B47]--[@B49]). Conversely, a recent study in macaques receiving intravenous BCG demonstrated that this route of vaccination, which perhaps reaches the bone marrow, is effective at conferring protection against Mtb infection without generating pathological effects ([@B50]). However, in this study, the participation of trained myeloid cell precursors in protective immunity against TB was not addressed. Training of tissue-resident macrophages located solely within the lung may constitute a more prudent strategy to improve innate immunity at the sites of natural Mtb exposure. In this context, recent findings provide evidence that AMs can also display memory characteristics in mice ([@B51]). The local priming of memory AMs has been triggered by mucosal infection of mice with an adenoviral vaccine vector, which caused an increased expression of MHC-II molecules and a metabolic shift toward glycolysis in these cells. Trained AMs protected animals against secondary infection with *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, maintaining their memory responses through a process of self-renewing which was independent of circulating monocytes. Hence, these data demonstrate that induction of trained immunity in lung AMs can be achieved by local antigen delivery and may explain why mucosal BCG vaccination is a better approach to confer protection against Mtb infection as compared to subcutaneous BCG administration ([@B52]--[@B54]). However, direct evidence of trained immunity induced by BCG in AMs is currently inexistent. Furthermore, although trained AMs contribute to the clearance of other respiratory pathogens ([@B51]), recent findings suggest that AMs are indeed more permissive than blood-derived monocytes to sustain the intracellular growth of Mtb ([@B55]). This contrasts with other data showing that CCR2+ AMs induce protective responses against Mtb ([@B29]). Therefore, it is likely that different subpopulations of AMs with variable bactericidal capacity against Mtb exist, mirroring M1 and M2 macrophages. Future studies are warranted to define whether memory AMs generate enhanced protection after mucosal BCG vaccination, as well as to determine the duration of their trained responses ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the pathogenic potential of trained AMs during TB must be addressed. If trained immunity is documented as a protective long-lasting response with limited adverse effects in TB, then it could emerge as a novel correlate of protection suitable to be targeted in vaccine development programs.

![Memory-like responses against Mtb within the innate immune system**. (A)** Intravenous Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccination induces the expansion of human stem cells (HSCs) and a bias toward the production of myeloid precursors carrying epigenetic imprints that reprogram their transcriptional and metabolic profiles. These cells subsequently generate a progeny of myeloid cells with enhanced effector functions that confer protection against aerosol infection in Mtb-infected mice. **(B)** Alveolar macrophages (AMs) display characteristics of trained immunity, which may provide protection against Mtb infection. **(C)** BCG as well as natural Mtb infection potentiate the effector functions of natural killer (NK) cells, and induce the expansion of memory-like NK cell subpopulations. **(D)** Similarly, innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) possess characteristics of adaptive immunity that may confer protection in TB, thus placing these cells as potential targets for vaccine development programs. The art pieces used in this figure were modified from Servier Medical Art by Servier, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License (<https://smart.servier.com/>).](fimmu-11-00226-g0001){#F1}

NK Cell Memory in TB
--------------------

NK cells participate in the defense against pathogens by mediating cytotoxicity against infected cells and through the production of a wide range of cytokines that influence the effector functions of other leukocytes ([@B56]). Activation of NK cells can be triggered by ligand recognition of infected cells via their activating receptors and through PRR microbial component recognition ([@B57], [@B58]). Furthermore, NK cells possess various inhibitory receptors that bind to MHC-I molecules and other related surface proteins ([@B59]). Cells disturbed by an intracellular infection lose the expression of their inhibitory ligands, allowing NK cells to react to the "missing self" signals by activating their effector functions ([@B60]).

NK cells are an important source of cytokines, chemokines and growth factors crucial for anti-Mtb immunity. In fact, they produce high amounts of IFN-γ ([@B61]), TNF-α ([@B62]), IL-17 ([@B63]), IL-22 ([@B64], [@B65]), and GM-CSF ([@B66]), all of which participate in TB pathogenesis ([@B67]). Thus, these cells have attracted the attention of researchers as they may play a relevant role in pulmonary TB. In this regard, it is known that NK cells can recognize several components of the Mtb cell wall through their activating receptors and PRRs ([@B58], [@B68], [@B69]). These interactions result in the production of proinflammatory cytokines that can increase the bactericidal activity of macrophages ([@B70]--[@B72]), as well as cytotoxic proteins that can kill bacilli-loaded phagocytes ([@B73]). *In vitro* assays have demonstrated that NK cells can even eliminate extracellular Mtb through cytotoxic mechanisms ([@B74]), although the relevance of this function has not been confirmed *in vivo*. In animal models, NK cells play a relevant role for protective immunity against Mtb only when T and B-cell responses are compromised ([@B75]). NK cells-derived IFN-γ and other proinflammatory cytokines ([@B75], [@B76]), potentiate the control of Mtb infection by macrophages. These functions are dependent on IL-12 and IL-21 production by T cells ([@B75], [@B76]). However, in immunocompetent animals NK cells play a minimal role in protective immunity against Mtb ([@B77]). In humans, NK cells can be found in lung tissue specimens from patients with chronic Mtb infection ([@B78]), suggesting their involvement in TB pathogenesis. Current evidence suggests a beneficial role of NK cells during human TB as changes in their immunophenotype and function are associated with the development of active TB ([@B79]--[@B88]). NK cells support the activity of CD8+ T cells during Mtb infection ([@B89]), shape the maturation process and Mtb-antigen processing in dendritic cells (DCs) ([@B90]), limit the expansion of regulatory CD25+ T cells ([@B91]), and even participate in the mechanisms underlying protection induced by BCG vaccination ([@B92]).

In a similar fashion to monocytes and macrophages, NK cells display characteristics of adaptive immune cells that allow them to mount recall responses against haptens, viruses, and bacteria ([@B93]--[@B95]). However, NK cell memory differs from trained immunity in myeloid cells in terms of the response specificity. In some cases, NK cell memory responses against specific antigens are mediated by a single subset of NK cells expressing a particular receptor ([@B93], [@B94], [@B96]). For instance, memory-like NK cells expressing CD94/NKG2C expand rapidly after cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection in humans ([@B96]). On the other hand, cytokine priming of NK cells can induce the expansion and development of memory responses against antigenic and non-antigenic stimuli ([@B97], [@B98]). Importantly, NK cell memory can be induced after BCG vaccination and after natural Mtb exposure in both mice and humans ([@B99]). For instance, NK cells isolated from BCG-vaccinated humans show an increased capacity of proinflammatory cytokine production after *ex vivo* re-challenge with Mtb, BCG, and other bacteria and fungi ([@B99]). Such enhanced responses are long-lasting and can be observed 1 year after BCG revaccination in LTBI patients ([@B100]). Human NK cells can also be primed during natural pulmonary Mtb infection in humans, as suggested by the expression of CD45RO, a molecular marker classically used to identify memory T cells subsets ([@B101], [@B102]). These human CD45RO+ NK cells demonstrate increased cytotoxicity and IFN-γ production capacity after *ex vivo* stimulation with IL-12, as compared to CD45RO- NK cells ([@B102]). Additionally, CD45RO+ NK cells produce more IL-22 in response to IL-15 and BCG ([@B101]). However, the relevance of such trained-NK cell responses in protective immunity against Mtb infection in humans remains unclear.

In a recent study, a protective effect of memory-like NK cells against murine pulmonary TB was observed ([@B15]). BCG-vaccinated mice showed an IL-21 dependent expansion of NKp46+CD27+KLRG1+ NK cells in the lymph nodes and spleen. Such cells produced more IFN-γ than their NKp46+CD27− counterparts and were able to improve Mtb infection control both in isolated macrophages as well as in mouse TB-infected lungs after their adoptive transfer. The specificity of BCG-induced memory-like responses mediated by NK cells seemed to be limited to Mtb, as these cells did not respond to *Candida albicans*. In addition, higher amounts of CD56+CD27+ NK cells were observed in humans with LTBI compared to healthy donors, providing evidence of memory-like NK cell expansion in humans with controlled TB. Interestingly, human CD56+CD27+ NK cells have a higher capacity of limiting intracellular Mtb growth in macrophages compared to CD56+CD27-NK cells. Nevertheless, the protective role of memory-like NK cells in human TB remains unknown as this NK cell subpopulation was only evaluated in individuals with LTBI, but not in patients with active TB ([@B15]). In summary, memory-like NK cells promise to be new targets for TB vaccine development due to their possible protective functions ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Nonetheless, uncovering their precise role in human anti-Mtb immunity remains a challenge. Collectively, the evidence suggests that despite the apparent redundancy of NK cell functions during Mtb infection in immunocompetent hosts ([@B77]), the potentiation of their memory properties may be beneficial in subjects with impaired adaptive responses ([@B75]), such as those infected with HIV.

Memory of ILCs in TB
--------------------

ILCs are lymphocytes that functionally mirror adaptive T helper cells except for their lack of rearranged antigen-specific receptor expression. Hence, these cells are considered as part of the innate branch of the immune system. Type 1 ILCs are the innate counterpart of Th1 lymphocytes and, as such, produce high amounts of IFN-γ upon stimulation. ILC2s resemble Th2 cells, produce IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, and play a role in allergic disorders and defense against parasites. ILC3s functionally mirror Th17 cells and produce IL-17 and IL-22 ([@B103]). Recently, ILCs have been implicated in the immune response to Mtb. Compared to healthy controls, all ILC subsets are diminished in the peripheral blood of humans with active TB. The proportion of circulating ILC1s and ILC3s is restored after infection clearance following antibiotic treatment ([@B12]). The depletion of circulating ILCs has been linked to their migration toward sites of Mtb exposure within the lung. In fact, during advanced pulmonary TB, ILCs are enriched in both mice and human lung tissue. Their recruitment is apparently regulated via the CXCL13/CXCR5 axis. Additionally, in humans, ILC2s and ILC3s localize within the infected lung and overexpress genes involved in inflammation and myeloid cell chemotaxis, such as CXCL17 ([@B104]). In mice, the maximum migration of ILCs to the lungs coincides with the peak recruitment of AMs. Absence of ILCs, particularly of ILC3s, results in a reduction of lung AMs recruitment, higher bacterial burden, and altered tertiary lymphoid nodule (TLN) and granuloma formation during TB infection ([@B12]). Similar findings were reported in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) mice infected with Mtb, in which the adoptive transfer of ILC3s prolonged their survival, limiting neutrophil accumulation within the lung, and preventing damage to the alveolar epithelium via the production of IL-22 ([@B105]). These findings suggest that ILCs, specifically ILC3s, participate in the immune response to Mtb. Nonetheless, additional TB models in animals with specific deletion of ILC3s are required to confirm these data.

Interestingly, recent investigations have uncovered the ability of ILCs to display features that resemble the trained immune responses of macrophages and the memory-like responses of NK cells ([@B106]). These innate memory-like responses of ILCs could be targeted via vaccination ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, BCG vaccination in mice has already shown to induce rapid accumulation of ILCs within the lungs ([@B107]). In such animals, the intranasal route of BCG administration generated a stronger recruitment of lung ILCs which possess an enhanced ability to produce IFN-γ compared to the intradermal route of BCG administration. These data suggest that mucosal BCG vaccination may trigger the development of lung memory-like ILCs. Nevertheless, further experimental demonstration of the adaptive characteristics of such cells and their protective or pathogenic nature in the context of TB is required.

B Cells in Memory Responses Against Mtb {#s3}
=======================================

The role of B cells in the defense against pathogens greatly relies on their capacity to generate immune memory, providing the host with a durable reservoir of antigen-specific antibodies, as well as a pool of long-lasting antibody-producing cells that can re-expand in case of a secondary challenge. During a primary response to an antigen, naïve B cells may transform into effector B cells and subsequently experience class switching, recombination, and affinity maturation within germinal centers (GC), with the support of follicular T helper (Tfh) cells. This GC reaction is a common pathway that gives rise to memory B cells (MBCs) and plasmablasts. MBCs secrete null amounts of antibodies but in case of a re-encounter with the same pathogen, they can generate plasmablasts within hours. Plasmablasts are B cells capable of secreting reduced amounts of antibodies and more importantly, are precursors of plasma cells (PCs), short-lived cellular units that use their protein machinery for the production and secretion of massive amounts of antigen-specific antibodies. PCs are unable to proliferate without antigenic stimulation; however, a selected minority of PCs can generate anti-apoptotic processes and migrate to the bone marrow, thus becoming long-lived PCs (LLPCs, also termed memory PCs). These LLPCs survive without antigenic stimulation and continuously liberate antigen-specific antibodies to the circulation ([@B108], [@B109]).

For many years, the role of antibody-mediated B cell memory responses in TB has remained controversial ([@B110]). However, several studies have demonstrated the importance of this response in combatting this disease. In fact, elevated serum titers of PPD-specific antibodies correlate with protection against TB in high-risk individuals and are a better indicator of LTBI than the skin test reaction ([@B111]). Such antibodies induce the stimulation of PBMCs *in vitro*, suggesting that after biding to its specific antigen, these immunoglobulins can trigger effector responses of different immune cells. In line with these findings, it has been recently described that the antibodies from LTBI subjects have an increased capacity to bind to the FcγRIII and trigger the effector activities of NK cells and macrophages ([@B10]). This functional difference is associated with distinctive patterns of glycosylation of the Fab domain of antibodies from LTBI patients compared to individuals with active TB ([@B10]). Functional humoral responses have also been linked to the development of sterilizing immunity in individuals resistant to TB. In such resistant subjects an IFNγ-independent response mediated by CD4+CD40L/CD154+ T cells induces T-follicular B cell help and the production of several non-Th subset-specific cytokines critical for B cell activation ([@B112]). Furthermore, in a recent study, the humoral response of this human population was characterized by an IgG1-dominant state specific to ESAT6/ CFP10, LAM and PPD. Conversely LTBI individuals displayed a diversified IgG subclass response ([@B112]). Additionally, antibodies from individuals with LTBI can restrict Mtb intracellular growth in a more successful fashion compared with antibodies from patients with active TB ([@B113]). Whether antibodies contribute to the "resistant" phenotype observed in some individuals remains an undetermined matter at this moment, however it is currently known that post-vaccination serum favors Mtb phagocytosis by macrophages, enhances phagolysosome fusion and inhibits intracellular Mtb growth ([@B113]). Furthermore, pooled IgG from LTBI individuals may eradicate intracellular bacilli through a process that likely involves the inflammasome ([@B114]). These findings suggest that antibody-mediated B-cell memory responses play a role in the defense against Mtb infection and may be targeted to induce protective immunity through vaccination. Unfortunately, the dynamics of the antibody mediated immune responses (AMIR) during TB progression remain insufficiently characterized. Nonetheless, as MBCs are not only located in lymphoid organs but can also be found in peripheral blood, some studies have examined the kinetics of circulating MBC populations in patients with distinct forms of TB.

Some preliminary findings suggest that the proportion of distinct MBC subsets may predict the clinical status of Mtb-infected patients ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), arguing in favor of a role of B cell memory in TB ([@B108], [@B115]--[@B119]). For instance, MBC, plasmablasts, and PCs subsets are significantly enriched in the circulation of patients with active TB, and their proportions diminish after the conclusion of anti-TB treatment, suggesting that these B cells subsets undergo a contraction phase after antigen clearance ([@B119]). Indeed, the maintenance of MBCs in circulation is dependent on the presence of Mtb antigens and can be eliminated after 12 weeks of antibiotic treatment ([@B116]), but serum IgG levels remain augmented even after a 6 month course of antibiotic therapy in TB patients ([@B119]). Thus, during active TB, the presence of the pathogen may trigger the generation of high-affinity antibody-mediated memory responses to Mtb antigens. Plasmablasts can readily induce class-switched and cytokine-producing PCs upon antigen exposure or re-exposure if they are derived from naïve B cells or antigen-experienced MBCs, respectively ([@B14], [@B119]). These responses may reduce Mtb burden in active TB patients and curb their disease outcome, as well as maintain a LTBI status. In fact, it was demonstrated that PCs derived from peripheral blood cells of LTBI subjects produce significant amounts of antibodies and IL-17 when exposed to Mtb antigens ([@B115]). Thus, the dual presence of MBCs and plasmablasts in the peripheral blood has been proposed as a marker of resolving active disease and LTBI. On the other hand, the presence of activated antigen-specific plasmablasts but not MBCs in the peripheral circulation may reflect the initial stages of active TB and the lack of both MBCs and plasmablasts in circulation may indicate uncontrolled infection ([@B118]). Particularly, non-switched IgD+ MBCs have been found reduced in distinct tissue compartments during advanced active TB ([@B120], [@B121]). Other studies have found that higher proportions of circulating MBCs but not plasmablasts in peripheral blood along with a prominent serum antibody-mediated memory response is indicative of a healthy condition after sterilizing immunity following Mtb infection ([@B118]). This coincides with the observation that healthy subjects who have resided in TB-endemic areas have greater frequencies of peripheral blood MBCs and antibody-mediated responses compared to subjects from other world areas ([@B122]). Therefore, although MBCs might contract after Mtb control, they remain preconditioned to mount secondary responses in case of reinfection.

![Profiles of circulating memory B cell subpopulations during TB. The characterization of the profile of circulating B cell subsets may help to discriminate different forms of the clinical spectrum of TB. **(A,B)** Most memory B-cells (MBCs), plasma cells (PCs), and plasmablasts subsets expand during active TB and depend on antigenic persistence. These subsets are depleted from the circulation of individuals with advanced TB, which show increased numbers of tissue-like memory B cells (TLMs) that have an exhaustion phenotype and are associated with disease progression. The humoral response in patients with active TB is characterized by the presence of antibodies that induce poor activation of effector activities in innate immune cells (antibodies in red and blue color). **(C)** Individuals with LTBI and those with resolving active TB are characterized by a strong functional antibody response (antibodies in green color), as well as by elevated numbers of circulating MBCs and plasmablasts. **(D)** In healthy individuals that are able to clear the infection, and in those that received antibiotic treatment, an increased proportion of circulating MBCs is observed. This cellular population may decrease over time in a parallel fashion to the antigenic burden. In these patients, a persistent functional antibody-mediated immune response is also observed (antibodies in green color). The size of B cell subsets at each specific stage of TB disease indicate their predominance (larger drawings) or downregulation (smaller drawings). The art pieces used in this figure were modified from Servier Medical Art by Servier, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License (<https://smart.servier.com/>).](fimmu-11-00226-g0002){#F2}

The role and dynamics of LLPCs and marginal zone (MZ) B cells during TB is still under investigation. Recently, it was observed that BCG vaccination can elicit the generation of PPD-specific LLPCs in humans ([@B122]). Additionally, another study found that LLPCs are important contributors of cytokine production during LTBI ([@B115]). MBCs and LLPCs generate the AMIR through the production of IL-21 and the subsequent induction of a B cell maturation loop involving the formation of PCs ([@B108], [@B116]). Preliminary evidence suggests that this response is crucial for controlling Mtb infection ([@B108], [@B116]). The role of MZ B cells during TB has not been adequately characterized and inconsistencies have arisen between mouse and human studies ([@B121]). These cells are normally activated by T cell independent antigens and have innate-like B cell memory characteristics. MZ B cells contribute to the AMIR through the production of IgM and IgG3 antibodies ([@B117]). Interestingly, a pilot study indicated that MZ B cells are present in the peripheral circulation during active TB at significantly lower levels compared to healthy controls ([@B116]).

Beyond antibody production, B cells play a crucial role in regulating innate and adaptive immune responses to infectious agents even in disease states dominated by T lymphocytes, as is the case of TB. B cells impact cellular adaptive immunity and are necessary for the adequate activation and maturation of memory T cells ([@B123]--[@B125]). This regulation is achieved through direct interactions between B and T cells that occur during both primary and secondary antigen responses. Such interactions are varied and include antigen presentation, co-stimulatory signaling, cytokine priming and antibody-mediated effector functions, as shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. In fact, B cell-deficient mice and human patients receiving B cell depletion therapy generally present alterations in their CD4+ T cell and CD8+ T cell repertoires ([@B126]). However, B cells exert contrasting effects on T cell responses. For instance, B1 and B2 cell subsets are capable of producing IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-12 or IL-2, IL-13, and IL-4, thus inducing Th1 or Th2 immune responses, respectively. Furthermore, B-cells also display different regulatory phenotypes capable of generating Th10 responses via IL-10, TGF-β, IL-35, FasL, or PD-L1. Besides T cell activation, B cells also regulate T cell proliferation and contraction during acute immune responses and participate in the maintenance and reactivation of T cell memory responses via antibody-independent mechanisms ([@B127]). Most of these B cell functions have not been adequately characterized during TB, although it is currently known that B cells can get infected by Mtb via micropinocytosis ([@B128]), and B cells can produce cytokines in response to infection with Mtb *in vivo* ([@B129]).

![B cell functions in TB. During pulmonary Mtb infection, granulomas and peripheral tertiary lymphoid nodes (TLNs), which resemble germinal centers (GCs), develop in the lungs and shape the protective immune response. Within TLNs and local lymph nodes, B cells interact with Tfh cells, mediate antigen presentation, and produce soluble mediators that support the development of T cell memory responses. However, the identity of B cells that are present in TLNs needs detail characterization. In the bone marrow, strong antibody responses are generated by long-lived plasma cells (LLPCs) and circulating plasma cells (PCs), which are derived from memory B cells (MBCs). The antibody response generated by PCs may help to neutralize Mtb in both the mucosa (via IgA) and the peripheral circulation (via IgG). In case of reinfection, MBCs convert into plasmablasts and PCs, mounting a secondary antibody response within days. The art pieces used in this figure were modified from Servier Medical Art by Servier, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License (<https://smart.servier.com/>).](fimmu-11-00226-g0003){#F3}

In addition, B cells are also crucial for the induction and maturation of antigen-presenting environments (APEs) and APCs ([@B127]). In TB, B cells participate in the formation of granulomas and play a pivotal role in the development of TLNs ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), two APEs that are critical for Mtb control ([@B123], [@B124]). As such, B cell-deficient mice infected with Mtb display disrupted lung granuloma and TLN formation ([@B34]). Moreover, the production of cytokines and antibodies by B cells contributes to set up activation thresholds for macrophages, DCs and other non-professional APCs within and outside APEs during TB ([@B123]), which subsequently will determine the quality and dynamics of effector and memory T cell responses. In this regard, during active pulmonary TB, humans, mice, and non-human primates develop TLNs in the surroundings of granulomas. These TLNs assume the structure and function of GCs containing B cells with different maturation profiles, Tfh-like CXCR5+ cells, and follicular DCs ([@B34], [@B130]). Additionally, pulmonary TLNs facilitate the interaction between these and other immune cells and become the anatomical foci that possess the highest levels of cellular proliferation during active TB. The presence and organization of these TLNs is associated with immune protection and LTBI, and their absence or disorganization may lead to uncontrolled progression of active TB ([@B34]).

Importantly, the possibility that Mtb might manipulate B cell and B cell memory responses exists, as B cells are susceptible to multiple effects of the bacteria including their direct infection via micropinocytosis ([@B128]). For instance, tissue-like memory B-cells (TLMs) are increased in the blood of patients with active TB and reduced in healthy controls ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). TLMs constitute a population of MBCs, also known as exhausted B-cells, that express low levels of CD21 and CD27 and increased levels of inhibitory receptors, having a diminished capacity to respond to antigenic stimuli. The presence of these cells in the circulation is associated with adverse clinical outcomes in chronic viral infections and is likely associated with active TB as well ([@B128]). Additionally, a population of B CD27-/IgD- memory cells has been shown to be increased in the pleural fluid of patients with tuberculous pleurisy as compared to healthy subjects. In these patients, pleural B cells interfered with the protective production of IFN-γ by NK cells and T lymphocytes ([@B121]). Collectively, these data indicate that targeting B cell functions for vaccination purposes in TB must be conducted carefully to avoid possible detrimental effects to the host.

Conclusions and Future Directions {#s4}
=================================

Humoral responses characterized by the production of high-affinity neutralizing antibodies have been the main target for the development of vaccines that confer protective immunity against several bacterial pathogens ([@B108]). Currently, the exception to the rule seems to be TB, as most of the TB vaccine candidates that are being evaluated in clinical trials are designed to exploit cell-mediated immunity rather than humoral immunity ([@B131]). Despite this, the evidence reviewed here suggests that both arms of the adaptive immune response should be evaluated in vaccine-development programs. Induction strategies should attempt to provide the host with a pool of antigen-specific MBCs capable of producing high-affinity neutralizing and polyfunctional antibodies which can potentiate macrophage and NK cell effector functions. Antibody-mediated activation of innate immunity may contribute to prevent the establishment of an immune microenvironment manipulated by Mtb. Vaccines targeting B cell responses can also promote the cooperation between B and T cells necessary for efficient T cell memory responses. For example, in a preclinical mouse model, the adoptive transfer of B cells that had internalized the naked plasmid pcDNA3 encoding the *Mycobacterium leprae* 65-kDa heat shock protein into B cell deficient mice resulted in the establishment of strong CD8+ T cell memory responses that conferred protection against Mtb challenge ([@B132]). Furthermore, novel ways to promote the formation of protective TLNs within the lungs deserves further investigation. Finally, the fact that a robust MBC response can be induced in the adjacent mesothelium upon primary mucosal Mtb exposure advocates in favor of using novel routes of vaccine administration ([@B119], [@B121]).

On the other hand, the memory-like properties of innate immune cells must also prompt us to discover novel ways to potentiate protective long-lasting anti-TB innate immune mechanisms. These strategies must aim to provide the host with a pool of primed long-lived innate cells with enhanced capacity to directly respond to the invading pathogen and with an increased adjuvant activity to support the correct development of effective T-cell memory responses. For instance, targeting trained immunity in myeloid cells may provide the host with metabolically and epigenetically reprogramed phagocytes ready to act before the contact with Mtb. Furthermore, memory-like AMs could initiate the early formation of protective granulomas around the sites of Mtb exposure, while the enhancement of ILCs activity could promote the establishment of an early immunological microenvironment advantageous for the host. Finally, Mtb-induced memory-like NK cells may serve as innate effector cells with increased cytokine production and cytotoxic activity. Targeting innate immunity in TB vaccination strategies may benefit a significant proportion of patients co-infected with Mtb and HIV by conferring them with T-cell independent protective immunity. HIV/AIDS remains the leading comorbidity in TB, and according to the 2019 WHO TB report, a third of HIV-related deaths were due to TB ([@B1]).

In conclusion, we must think outside the box and look for novel protective immune responses against Mtb beyond T cell memory responses. Future investigations in the TB field warrant the study of mechanisms implicated in trained immunity and B cell memory, as well as the discovery of routes and adjuvants for TB vaccine administration that may potentiate these and other overlooked protective immune responses against Mtb infection ([@B131], [@B133]).
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